
A LETTER FROM ZENON TO KLEON

A NEW DATE FOR P. ZEN. PESTM. SUPPL. B*

Abstract: The present article offers a new reading for P. Zen. Pestm.
Suppl. B, a papyrus text in which Zenon complains to Kleon about
uninundated land. The date given in the text appears to have been a
double date, though only partially preserved. The new dating fits the
chronology of the Zenon archive better.

P. Zen. Pestm. Suppl. B is a letter from Zenon to Kleon, the chief engineer
of the irrigation works in the Arsinoite nome, from the mid-third century
BC. Like the other texts in the Kleon archive, it was extracted from mummy
cartonnage found at Gurob by W.F.M. Petrie in 18991. The text was first
published in 1891 by R.P. Mahaffy as P. Petrie II 13 (11). In 1928
C.C. Edgar2 had the papyrus detached from its old mount and discovered
that it consisted of three fragments which had been stuck together — either
accidentally or mistakenly — in such a way that the ends overlapped. Edgar
realized that the lacunae in the middle of the lines had to be wider than
Mahaffy had supposed, giving room to supply ê[n t±i diÉrugi] on line 1.
Both the versions of the text published by Mahaffy and that of Edgar raise
problems when it comes to the interpretation and dating. A revision of the
original in the British Library (London) in the course of a study of the
Kleon archive brought up the opportunity to reconsider the text thoroughly3.

Recto4:
1. Hßnwn Kléwni xaírein. Tò Àdwr tò ê[n t±i diÉrugi oûk âna]bé-

bj[k]en pleíw Æ [p±]xun,

* I thank W. Clarysse and K. Vandorpe for their useful suggestions.
1 W.M.F. PETRIE, Illahun, Kahun and Gurob, London 1891; for the excavations at

Gurob, see chapter IV, p. 15-21; chapter VII, p. 28-29, and chapter IX, p. 34-47 for a
summary of the Greek papyri (by Prof. Sayce).

2 C.C. EDGAR, Three Ptolemaic Papyri, in JEA 14 (1928), p. 288-293; this papyrus is
no.1 in Edgar’s article.

3 A re-edition of the Petrie-papyri has been planned at Leuven since the late 1960s; see
E. VAN ’T DACK, On a Re-Edition of the Petrie Papyri, in AncSoc 3 (1972), p. 135-147.
This has resulted thus far in the publication of the wills by Prof. W. Clarysse (P. Petrie2

I = The Petrie Papyri. Second Edition 1, The Wills, ed. W. Clarysse. Brussels 1991, as vol. 2
in the series Collectanea Hellenistica).

4 For the reader’s convenience, the text as published by Edgar is given here, while a
version with the new reading will be found at the end of this article.



2. ¿ste m® dúnasqai âpˆ aût±v potíhe[sqai t®n g±n. Kal¬v ån o]Œn
p[o]ßsaiv ânoízav

3. tàv qúrav, ÿna potíhjtai ™ g±.
4. ‰Er[rwso. L] kj, Mesor® kg.

Verso:
| kj, Mesor® k”d. Kléwni
…….wn…….ud…
…[

The text on the recto, though not entirely preserved, is easily under-
stood and Edgar’s supplements are fairly certain. On l. 4, immediately
following the lacuna, Mahaffy and Edgar had read kj, or year 28. The
date Mesore 23 of the 28th year — which equals October 14, 258 BC —
is odd, however; in 258 BC Zenon had not yet been appointed manager
of Apollonios’ estate near Philadelpheia, so one does not expect a letter
concerning the estate’s irrigation by him5. Uebel6 too was puzzled by this
date, albeit for a more technical reason: in year 28 Zenon invariably
used the Macedonian calendar in dating his letters or dockets. There
seemed to be no obvious reason why he would make an exception for
this letter.

The editors of P. Zen. Pestm. Suppl. B put this anomaly down to a
journey that Zenon made in 258 and which brought him near Philadel-
pheia by the end of October. Zenon was indeed at or near the estate at
the time this letter was sent; this does not explain, however, why he wrote
on a matter that was the responsibility of the estate manager, a function
held by Panakestor at that time. As a matter of fact, one year later Pana-
kestor did write a very similar letter on irrigation problems at the estate,
dated Mesore 21 of year 29 (P. Zen. Pestm. Suppl. C).

An inspection of the original, however, revealed that both Mahaffy and
Edgar had failed to read the correct date: the first number after the lacuna
is not kj (28), but clearly kg (23). Unfortunately, this only worsens the
chronological problem; Zenon was not yet appointed manager in 258 BC

(= year 28), and in 263 BC (= year 23) he had not even met Apollonios
to start with. We need to dig somewhat further into Zenon’s dating for-
mulas to clear up this difficulty.
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5 We can assume that Zenon, as a Greek who was closely connected to the Macedon-
ian court in Alexandria, used the Macedonian year (called ‘regnal year’ by Edgar).

6 F. UEBEL, Die drei Jahreszahlweisen in den Zenonpapyri, in Proceedings of the
XIVth International Congress of Papyrologists, Oxford, 24-31 July 1974 (Egypt Explo-
ration Society, Graeco-Roman Memoirs, 61), London 1975, p. 313-323; see p. 317 n. 22.



If 23 cannot have been the year, we should consider the possibility of
a ‘double date’. Zenon, and especially his superior Apollonios, some-
times used a combination of the Macedonian and the Egyptian calendars
to date letters7. Theoretically both the Macedonian and the Egyptian dates
should be correct dates, yet often the equations do not match, resulting
in a ‘fictitious’ double date.

Two systems seem to have been used to make up a fictitious date, the
easiest one being the so-called ‘direct equation’: one takes the correct
month and day in one calendar, the current month according to the other
calendar but with the same day as in the first calendar, regardless of the
actual day in the second calendar. Many of the double dates in dockets
of the Zenon archive follow this system.

A second type of fictitious double date is also arbitrary but uses a less
obvious system to construct a fake date, based on addition and subtrac-
tion. In the Zenon dockets, this method is invariably based on a (correct)
Egyptian date; if this date falls within the first 20 days of the month,
10 days are added to the Egyptian day to produce the day for the current
Macedonian month. Thus one may end up with a double date like Dios
11 = Thoth 1. For the last 10 days of the Egyptian month, 20 days are
subtracted to produce the Macedonian day (e.g. Apellaios 1 = Thoth 21).
The difference in calculations when the Egyptian date is in the range of
1-20 or 20-30 is due to the fact that a new Macedonian month always
begins on the 21st of an Egyptian month8.

Hence, a date could take several forms; below are some possibilities
that may be used for October 3, 256 BC:

– 1. Loios 16: date according to the Macedonian calendar;
– 2. Loios 16 = Mesore 13: double date, both dates are correct;
– 3. Loios 16 = Mesore 16: direct equation, based on the Macedonian

calendar, the Egyptian date is fictitious;
– 4. Loios 13 = Mesore 13: direct equation, based on the Egyptian calen-

dar; the Macedonian date is fictitious;
– 5. Loios 23 = Mesore 13: double date, based on the Egyptian calendar;

the Macedonian date is obtained by simply adding 10 days to the
Egyptian date;

– 6. Mesore 13: date according to the Egyptian calendar.
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7 See e.g. A. SAMUEL, Ptolemaic Chronology (Münchener Beiträge zur Papyrus-
forschung und antiken Rechtsgeschichte, 43), München 1962, p. 35-37; F. UEBEL, op. cit.;
P.W. PESTMAN, A Guide to the Zenon Archive (P.L. Bat., 21), Leiden 1981: chapter VIII
(p. 215-268) deals entirely with dating problems.

8 See A.E. SAMUEL, op. cit., p. 35.



If we return to the fragmentary date on our papyrus, the first number
after the lacuna may well have been the day, rather than the year; indeed
the lacuna offers enough space to fill in the remainder of the word
∂rrwso, the abbreviation for ∂touv and another month. As a matter of
fact, it is strange that Edgar, who realized that the lacunae had to be much
wider, did supply more text for lines 1 and 2, but failed to do so for the
lacuna in line 4. Could a direct equation double date offer a solution to
the chronological issues that the text has raised so far? While Edgar’s
reading could at least offer a year — albeit an erroneous one — we are
now left without a year and a month for the Macedonian date. The other
double dates in the Zenon archive, though, reveal some interesting key
features. There are not that many letters among the Zenon documents that
were written by — or in the name of — Zenon himself, but we can add
to them the dates in the dockets of letters sent to Zenon. Quite a few of
these dockets have survived, especially from the earlier years of his career
as manager for Apollonios9.

First of all, Zenon did not write double dates until well in year 29 of
Ptolemy II Philadelphus; the earliest one is a docket dated Audnaios 4 =
Choiak 4 (January 27, 256 BC)10. Before this date, Zenon simply used the
Macedonian calendar, which does not come as a surprise, since he was
at that time still residing in Alexandria11. In late December 257 or early
January 256, Zenon moved to Philadelpheia, where he was appointed
estate manager somewhere between April 25 and May 10 of 256 BC. It is
on that occasion, apparently, that Zenon (and his clerks) started adding a
date according to the Egyptian calendar.

During year 30 Zenon and his clerks continue to use double dates in
their dockets12; contrary to those of the previous year, though, no real
correspondence is established and only the Egyptian date is correct. The
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9 A list of all double dates and a survey of how Zenon dated his letters in general can
be found in P.W. PESTMAN, op. cit.; the relevant years are discussed on p. 224-231. A list
of the double dates in years 29-31 is given below, in appendix.

10 Contrary to what one might think, this double date is actually correct for both the
Macedonian and the Egyptian date; it is not a fictitious double date of the direct equation
type. All seven double dates of year 29 have the same day for both the Macedonian and
the Egyptian month, and this is in fact correct for the three earliest dates; Zenon and his
clerks seem to have adopted this procedure as standard for the remaining four as well,
where it produces a one day difference between the Macedonian and Egyptian date.

11 In one docket from year 28 the Egyptian calendar is used: PSI VI 559, dated year
28, Mesore 14; the year was corrected by Edgar in the introduction to P. Cairo Zen.
I 59096 (the original edition read year 29 (kq)).

12 No letters written by Zenon are preserved from year 30.



Macedonian day is often simply equated to the Egyptian or calculated
through addition viz. subtraction of a fixed number.

In year 31, they still set out with double dates, none of them with a cor-
rect Macedonian date, but after Mesore 18 (= October 8 255 BC), neither
Zenon nor his clerks seem to bother any longer about providing a Mace-
donian equivalent and simply date according to the Egyptian calendar13.

It turns out that double dates in the Zenon archive were in use only for
a short period of time, as a temporary measure while Zenon and his admin-
istration switched from the Macedonian calendar, which they were accus-
tomed to in Alexandria, to the Egyptian calendar, which was the regular
dating method in the Arsinoite nome. This significantly limits the possi-
ble dates for the present text, of course. The very fact that we have a dou-
ble date puts the text somewhere in year 29, 30 or 31 of Ptolemy II
Philadelphus. Mesore of year 29 corresponds to the period between Sep-
tember 21 and October 20 of 257 BC, which is prior to the first known
example of a double date in that year, and also prior, in fact, to Zenon’s
appointment as manager; hence it is unlikely that this letter would date to
the 29th year. For year 31 one could argue that Mesore 23 is later than the
last known example of a double date in Zenon’s dockets (P. Cairo Zen. II
59184; 59185, dated Mesore 18 = Loios 28, which corresponds to Octo-
ber 8, 255 BC). Still, we cannot exclude the possibility that the double date
in this text should be added to the list of double dates as a ‘new last exam-
ple’. In the Egyptian calendar, Mesore is the last month of the year, and if
Zenon had by now fully adopted the Egyptian dating system, he may have
stopped adding a Macedonian date with the start of a new Egyptian year14.
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13 One might argue that all double dates for the years 29, 30 and 31 are found in the
dockets from Zenon; we have only four letters that were sent by him during these three
years, none of them with a double date: P. Cairo Zen. IV 59546 is dated year 29 Hyper-
beretaios 18 (= November 13, 257 BC), i.e. before he started using the double dates in his
dockets; P. Cairo Zen. I 59129 is dated year 29 Tybi 28 (= March 22, 256 BC) and P. Lond.
VII 1971 to year 31 Mecheir 3 (= March 27, 254 BC). Strictly speaking, the last example
dates from after the double dates in his dockets, and for year 30 there are no letters from
Zenon preserved, hence the only letter that really dates to the period when he used dou-
ble dates in the dockets is P. Cairo Zen. I 59129. This one example of an Egyptian date
does not mean that Zenon could not occasionally have used a double date in his letters as
well as in his dockets.

14 The Egyptian year did not coincide with the Macedonian year, though, and there-
fore a new Egyptian year did not mark a new year in the dating formula, which was gen-
erally taken from the regnal year of the king. On Mesore 23, the current regnal year would
have been 31, but the Egyptian year was in fact still year 30. After Mesore came the five
epagomenal days, and the Egyptian new year (i.e. Egyptian year 31) would start on Thoth
1 (October 26, 255 BC).



With all this in mind, we end up with two possible dates; either Mesore
23 of year 30, or of year 31. The Egyptian date is the actual, correct date,
which is confirmed by the docket on the verso. This docket was added
by Kleon or one of his clerks upon receiving the letter, and although most
of it is illegible, the end of the date in line 1, [Mes]or® k”d, is legible;
the preceeding year is completely erased15. A letter being sent out on
Mesore 23 from Philadelpheia may very well have arrived one day later;
proof of this can be found in numerous dockets in the Zenon archive.
Since Kleon never seems to have used the Macedonian calendar, the verso
will not have contained a Macedonian equivalent.

We can finally restore the text in the lacuna as follows: ‰Er[rwso.
(‰Etouv) l Lwíou] kg, Mesor® kg (for year 30) or ‰Er[rwso. (‰Etouv)
la Gorpiaíou] kg, Mesor® kg (for year 31). Both Macedonian dates
are obviously direct equations, which do not correspond to the actual
date16. In both cases, the dates correspond to October 13, either of 256 BC

or of 255 BC.

Brit. Library inv. 539
H x W: fragm. 1: 7.5 x 18 cm, margins at top (1.5 cm), left (3.5 cm) and 

bottom (2 cm)
fragm. 2: 7.5 x 12.5, margins at top (1.5 cm) and bottom (2 cm)
fragm. 3: 5 x 1.5 cm (no writing)

Editions: P.Petrie II 13 (11) [Mahaffy]
P.Petrie III 42 A [Mahaffy-Smyly]
C.C. EDGAR, Three Ptolemaic Papyri, JEA 14 (1928), no. 1, p. 288
P. Zen. Pestm. Suppl. B [= Edgar, JEA]

Date: Sent on October 13, 256 BC and received on October 14, 256 BC, viz. Octo-
ber 13, 255 BC and October 14, 255 BC.
Provenance: Arsinoites

Recto
1. Hßnwn Kléwni xaírein. Tò Àdwr tò ê[n t±i diÉrugi oûk âna]bé-

bj[k]en pleíw Æ [p±]xun,
2. ¿ste m® dúnasqai âpˆ aût±v potíhe[sqai t®n g±n. Kal¬v ån o]Œn
p[o]ßsaiv ânoízav
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15 Edgar acknowledged that «Kleon’s docket on the verso is illegible except for
the number kd, which shows that the letter was received the day after it was written.»
He restored the year on what he thought was the correct reading for the recto, but the
remaining traces certainly do not hint at year 28.

16 The correct equivalents for Mesore 23 would have been Loios 26 in year 30 or Gor-
piaios 8 in year 31.



3. tàv qúrav, ÿna potíh[jt]ai ™ g±.
4. ‰Er[rwso. (‰Etouv) l Lwíou] kg, Mesor® kg

Verso (2nd hand)
1. [(‰Etouv) l, Mes]or® k”d. Kléwni
2. ……… wn…… Àd[at]ov
3. …[- - - - - - - - - -]

1. Àdwr an[…]ebj.e en pleíw […]xen Mahaffy, Àdwr tò ê[n t±i diÉrugi oûk
âna]bébj[k]en pleíw Æ [p±]xun Edgar; 2. Potíhe[sqai] póliv anoi[ Mahaffy,
potíhes[qai - - kal¬v] poißseiv Wilcken apud P. Petrie III, p. xiv, potí-
hes[qai t®n g±n. Kal¬v ån o]Œn p[o]ßsaiv Edgar; 3. Potíh[ji? ™m]¢v
≠dj Mahaffy, potíh[jt]ai ™ g± Wilcken loc. cit.; 4. ‰Er[rwso. (‰Etouv)] kj
Mesor® kg Mahaffy, Edgar, (‰Etouv) l Lwíou] kg Mesor® kg legimus et
supplevimus.
Verso |kj Mesor® k”d Edgar; [(‰Etouv) l, Mes]or® k”d legimus; 2. ud Edgar,
Àd[at]ov legimus.

Recto
Zenon to Kleon, greetings. The water in the canal has not risen more than a cubit,
and so the land cannot be irrigated from it. Please, open the sluice gates so the
land can be irrigated. Farewell. Year 30, Loios 23 = Mesore 23.

Verso
Docket: [Year 30, Mes]ore 24. Address: To Kleon

[- - - - - - - -] water [- - - - - - - -]

Commentary
– 4. For year 31, the text should read ‰Er[rwso. (‰Etouv) la Gorpi-

aíou] kg Mesor® kg
– Verso. For year 31, read [(‰Etouv) la, Mes]or® k”d.

It seems impossible to decide firmly in favour of one of the two years
proposed here; in view of the length of the lacuna, I tend to prefer the ear-
lier date, since l Lwíou is somewhat shorter than la Gorpiaíou, and that
is what I have adopted for the edition above. It depends on the scribe’s
handwriting, though, as both could be made to fit the lacuna if necessary.

Both these new dates go much better with Zenon’s career than the date
proposed by Mahaffy and Edgar. In 256 BC Zenon is officially appointed
as manager and resides in the Arsinoite nome, so a letter concerning irri-
gation of the estate written by him does not come as a surprise anymore.
The same is true for 255 BC.
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APPENDIX

List of double dates in letters written by Zenon or in his dockets.
Correct dates are indicated in bold.

17 See n. 10.

kq year 29

January 27, 256 Audnaios 4 Choiak 4 P. Cairo Zen. I 59120

January 28, 256 Audnaios 5 Choiak 5 P. Cairo Zen. I 59121

March 4/5, 256 Peritios 11 Tybi 11 P. Cairo Zen. I 59125

April 11/12, 256 Peritios 19 Mecheir PSI VI 671
Embolimos 19

April 23/24, 256 Dystros 1 Phamenoth 117 P. Cairo Zen. I 59132

April 26/27, 256 Dystros 4 Phamenoth 4 P. Cairo Zen. II 59168

May 1/2, 256 Dystros 9 Phamenoth 9 PSI IV 335

l year 30

July 17, 256 Artemisios 25 Pachons 25 P. Cairo Zen. II 59143

July 18, 256 Artemisios 26 Pachons 26 PSI IV 345

July 21, 256 Artemisios 29 Pachons 29 P. Cairo Zen. II 59142

July 23, 256 Daisios 11 Payni 1 P. Cairo Zen. II 59145

July 31, 256 Daisios 9 Payni 9 P. Cairo Zen. II 59144

Augustus 10, 256 Daisios 19 Payni 19 P. Cairo Zen. II 59146;
59147

Augustus 23, 256 Panemos 12 Epeiph 2 P. Cairo Zen. II 59148

Augustus 27, 256 Panemos 6 Epeiph 6 P. Cairo Zen. II 59149

Augustus 30, 256 Panemos 9 Epeiph 9 P. Lond. VII 1964

September 22, 256 Loios 2 Mesore 2 P. Cairo Zen. II 59150

October 4, 256 Loios 14 Mesore 14 P. Ryl. IV 560

October 13, 256 Loios 23 Mesore 23 P. Zen. Pestm. Suppl. B

November 22, 256 Gorpiaios 28 Thoth 28 PSI IV 341

December 11, 256 Hyperberetaios 17 Phaophi 17 PSI IV 342

December 17, 256 Hyperberetaios 23 Phaophi 23 P. Cairo Zen. II 59153
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Afdeling Oude Geschiedenis

January 11, 255 Dios 18 Hathyr 18 P. Cairo Zen. II 59154;
59160

January 16, 255 Dios 23 Hathyr 23 P. Cairo Zen. II 59156;
59157; 59161;
P. Col. Zen. I 31

February 26, 255 Audnaios 4 Tybi 4 P. Zen. Pestm. 26

March 27, 255 Peritios 13 Mecheir 3 P. Cairo Zen. II 59165

April 14, 255 (?) Mecheir 21 P. Cairo Zen. IV 59582
+ PSI VII 863f

la year 31

July 16, 255 Daisios 4 Pachons 24 P. Cairo Zen. II 59177

July 31, 255 Daisios 11 Payni 9 P. Cairo Zen. III 59389

July 31, 255 Daisios 17 Payni 9 P. Cairo Zen. II 59180

Augustus 2, 255 Daisios 11 Payni 11 P. Lond. VII 1967

October 8, 255 Loios 28 Mesore 18 P. Cairo Zen. II 59184;
59185


